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The Agency Reinforces the Exchange with Foreign Investors, 

Communicates the Anti-Corruption Policy Achievements 

and Enhances National Image 

 

To improve the communication with foreign investors (association) 

in Taiwan, the Agency holds “2014 Global Advance‧Corporate 

Governance Competitiveness Forum” at 5F GIS Convention Hall of 

GIS MOTC Convention Center today, December 17 (Wednesday).  The 

topic “Establish sound corporate governance, enhance the business and 

national competitiveness” is adopted to communicate the 

anti-corruption effects and determination of the government to foreign 

investors in Taiwan and business circles.  

The representatives of governmental agencies and industries such 

the  Deputy Director General of Securities and Future Bureau, Financial 

Supervisory Commission Chang, Li-Chen and the managing director of 

international well known financial institution Morgan Stanley Tsai, 

Wen-Chin, the President of Dun & Bradstreet, Inc., Taiwan Branch Sun, 

Wei-Chen, president of international well known standard establishment 

organization BSI Pu, Shu-Sheng, and Chief of Legal Compliance Chou, 

Chi-Sheng of Siemens – HK Region are invited to discuss the 

connection between “business operation and corporate governance”, 

“corporate governance and national competitiveness” from different 

perspectives.  



According to the planning policy “Golden Ten Years National 

Vision” of Executive Yuan, the global anti-corruption rating 

improvement is one of the important policy goals.  As to the measure of 

enhancement, in addition to consolidating the integrity construction, 

creating objectively favorable conditions, the Agency has found that 

reinforcing the communications with experts, foreign investors, business 

chairmen or managers, intensifying their knowledge to the effort of 

government in term of simplified policies for the convenience of all 

people, greater investment benefits and reduced operational barrier are 

keys from the review of related rating.  President Ma also had been 

given instruction to frequently contact with foreign institutions allowing 

them understand our anti-corruption actions and avoid misunderstanding 

from error image to get justice evaluation toward our anti-corruption 

policies from various surveys and assessments.        

Seeing that, the Agency will continuously drive the thematic and 

interactive exchanges through forums and integrate the autonomic reports 

of Internet and plane media to clearly communicate the attention paid and 

results of efforts made by the government with foreign investors and 

business circles as well as carry out the goal of enhancing the integrity 

image of our country.    

 


